
Chapter 221:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
GENEROUS REWARDS
The ring disappeared, and Lu Yuan returned to his original position, opposite Ye Jing.

Seeing Ye Jing still having a look of shock on his face, Lu Yuan felt a little
embarrassed.

Was played too hard?

is Ye Ye's emperor brother anyway, shouldn't he give him some face before?

But in fact, Lu Yuan had already kept a lot of his hands. Lu Yuan had no use for all of
these methods, such as the earth spirit body, Heigangjin, collapse of the sky, the coat of
arms of the warrior, the dark harvest, and so on.

just used a space to move, and then took a sword.

I couldn't stop this, as if I really couldn't blame him.

Seeing Lu Yuan come down, Ye Jing regained his senses, looking at Lu Yuan in shock,
his face was a little ugly.

He opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but he didn't know what to say.

Ye Ye on the side of faintly said: "Brother Emperor, if you lose, you can go."

Hearing this, Ye Jing's expression changed again.

He finally understood why he didn't let him choose death mode before Ye Ye.

Of course Ye Jing thought that Ye Ye was protecting Lu Yuan, but now he knew that

Ye Ye was actually thinking about him?

Ye Jing didn't believe that Ye Ye didn't know the strength of Lu Yuan. If he really did
the death mode, he would definitely leave the place of origin in the end.

Ye Jing thought of this, and her mood suddenly became very complicated.
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He didn't even dare to take a look at Ye Ye, but he took a deep look at Lu Yuan, gave
a cold snort, and turned and left.

Ye Jing turned and saw Xia Zhi and others in the distance. His face was pale for a while,
and he didn't say hello to him, he directly summoned the Black Hawk and left.

At the same time, the ranking on the Tianjiao list has changed.

Lu Yuan's ranking rose to 58, while Ye Jing's ranking dropped directly to 93.

Of course, with Ye Jing's strength, wanting to re-ranking is still very simple, but it
takes a lot of time, and if you want to go further, you will have to waste more time.

These are not Lu Yuan's concerns. After the ranking change, Lu Yuan's mind sounded
a reward for this ranking improvement.

Lu Yuan looked at the information, and there was a surprise in his eyes.

This is a very generous reward.

There are two enough Tier 4 imperial genetic weapons that you can choose, 30 Tier 4
rough stones, five blood essences that can improve your body, and a full 150 purple

heart fruits.

This is a reward for ranking improvement, and the benefits are naturally improved.

When spending in cities of origin such as Baiyun City, you can get 15% off on all

purchases. In some areas, you have the right to get a 30% discount on consumption in

the martial arts center. The auction house charges a 5% intermediary fee for auction

items.

Regardless of whether it was rewards or benefits, they were too rich, and Lu Yuan was
extremely excited.

Two imperial genetic weapons needless to say. Lu Yuan had already rewarded weapons
before. Now he chose the battle armor. For the other one, he thought about it and chose
the coat of arms.

Anyway, as long as your body can withstand the genetic weapons of heraldry, there is
no problem with how much blessing you have.



Choose this is the least easy to waste.

30 Tier 4 rough stones, plus the ones before Lu Yuan, he now has fifty Tier 4 rough

stones in total.

With so many rough stones, it should be almost the same to break his genetic lock to
break through to the King of War level, right?

Blood Essence Fruit is the first Tier 4 spirit fruit that Lu Yuan harvested for the first

time. After using it, it can directly improve the basic physique, including strength,
speed, and physique.

This kind of heaven, material and earth treasure, the first one has the best effect,
although the latter also has a certain effect, the effect is not significant.

Lu Yuan intends to eat one by himself, and ask for the rest to see if Sister Qinghe wants
it. The instructor, Si Tingxue, Rebecca, and Amy can all ask.

As for the purple heart fruit, Lu Yuan had rewarded it before, and it was considered a
very precious Tier 4 spirit fruit.

One hundred and fifty purple heart fruits, the spiritual power contained in it is
equivalent to 15 million fourth-order spiritual crystals, even if it is converted into
sixth-order spiritual crystals, there are 150,000, which can be regarded as a very rich
cultivation resource.

Unfortunately, for Lu Yuan who possesses the Emperor-level gene, it is still not
enough. Moreover, he has the third-order enhanced spiritual power gene liquid, and the
amount is sufficient, but he does not need to use purple heart fruit for cultivation. These
can be sold for spiritual crystals.

Although he still has the spiritual power of more than 100 million fifth-order spiritual
crystals in the Evolution Cube, he can also plan ahead.

After all, there is a lot of spiritual power needed to evolve extraordinary genes in the
future.



In addition, the benefits are quite good. Various discounts can save Lu Yuan a fortune.
Of course, although the 5% intermediary fee is already low, Lu Yuan still intends to
wait for the intermediary fee to be free before going to the auction.

In front of Lu Yuan, two orange light clusters, a large number of spirit fruits and
original stones appeared abruptly, as if they were there.

The gift of the place of origin.

On the square, the eyeliners of the various ethnic forces looked enviously at the many
things in front of Lu Yuan.

can promote more than 30 people at a time. This is a very rare thing. Naturally, the
rewards are much more than normal.

The eyeliner here has hardly seen so many treasures at once.

Even Kerry, Xia Zhi and others in the distance showed envy.

Lu Yuan picked up the things calmly.

Yeye tilted his head and said:

"You are improving so fast."

Your emperor brother cooperated well... Lu Yuan wanted to say something like this,
but think about it, after all, it is Ye Ye’s emperor brother, he still doesn’t want to whip
the corpse.

"Good luck."

"Do you still continue to challenge?"

"certainly."

Lu Yuan smiled and continued to challenge.

His current ranking is 58 and he can challenge up to 53.

No. 53 is a six-eyed man named Xiangwu.



This is a humanoid race that Lu Yuan has never heard of.

But after all, there are many races in Baiyunzhou, and there are many races that Lu
Yuan doesn’t understand. Most of these races are far away from Daqixing. Even in the
land of origin, they are in other areas of Baiyunzhou, and they don’t have much
intersection with humans. It is normal for Lu Yuan not to understand.

Lu Yuan applied for a challenge. Not long after, the six-eyed man named Xiangwu sent

back news that he would wait six days before challenging.

Lu Yuan felt a little disappointed, and withdrew his hand.

Seeing this scene every night, he asked, "Is the challenge time delayed?"

"Well, in six days."

nodded every night: "This is a normal thing."

In fact, the normal challenge in the Tianjiao ranking is delay.

After all, Tianjiao itself has to practice hard, and there are various things to be busy. It
is impossible to do nothing all the time, waiting for you to challenge, and then
immediately agree.

To put it another way, the stalls have expired and you have to row back.

Lu Yuan felt relieved when he thought of this.

He smiled and said: "The ranking has improved quite fast. I invite you to eat delicious
food. It's a celebration."

Ye Ye Ye's eyes brightened, and he nodded vigorously: "Yeah."

Xia Zhi in the distance watched Lu Yuan and Ye Ye leave, her eyes flickered slightly,
and then there was a trace of exhaustion on her face:

"Several princes, Xia Zhi is a little tired. I didn't entertain you well at this tea party. Xia
Zhi is deeply sorry. After some time, Xia Zhi will hold another tea party. I hope you all
come."



Kerry withdrew his gaze from the far away Ye Tianman, he smiled and said:

"Miss Xia Zhi is polite. After all, she is challenged by the Tianjiao ranking. This is
something that no one can predict."

"Yes, Miss Xia Zhi, take a good rest, I will definitely come next time."

"…………"

Xia Zhi said goodbye to a few people with an apologetic smile, and then left with a few
Ye Mei.

A crowd of Ye Mei passing by the street immediately drew all the genetic warriors
nearby.

After all, the Ye Mei race are all beautiful women, and Xia Zhi among them is even

more stunning.

On the way, a Ye Mei said:

"Sister Xia Zhi, do we really want to go back? Aren't you going to find that Lu Yuan?"

Another Ye Mei also had shiny eyes, and said:

"That Lu Yuan is really amazing, Prince Ye Jing is already very strong, and he was
defeated by a single sword. Such a character, surely the future will be extraordinary,
right?"

"Don't talk about the future, even now, he is already extraordinary."

A Ye Mei smiled.

"Such a genius, we don't need to think about it, maybe it is Xia Zhi that can be his
partner, right?"

Hearing this, Ye Mei looked at Xia Zhi curiously:

"Sister Xia Zhi, don't you really go to Lu Yuan?"



Xia Zhi smiled slightly: "Don't worry, it will be a long time in the future. Now that the

cat princess is present, the time has not yet arrived."

Ye Mei nodded slightly, and said nothing more.

…………

Because he had to postpone the challenge until six days later, after celebrating with
Yeye and Xiaobai, Lu Yuan returned to the martial arts training hall to practice.

When Lu Yuan was practicing, the eyeliner on the square had already spread the news
of Lu Yuan one after another.

About Lu Yuan's reputation, it soon began to ferment throughout Baiyun City.

is only 98 different from the previous one. This time, Lu Yuan directly broke into the
58th place, which can be said to be a huge improvement.

There is also a situation where a high ranking challenged a low ranking, which is rare in
a millennium.

This made more people remember the name Lu Yuan.

Six days later, Lu Yuan, Yeye and Xiaobai once again came to the central square of

Baiyun City.

This time, there were a lot more people in the square than last time.

Lu Yuan was taken aback, a little surprised: "There were not so many people last time,
why are there so many people today?"

Xiaobai said with a serious face: "Because Young Master Lu Yuan’s challenge today
has been spread out, so naturally more people come to see your challenge."

Lu Yuan was taken aback: "Because I came?"

He glanced at the square below, where there were a large number of genetic warriors
densely packed, and he couldn't help but twitch his mouth.

Good fellow, he seems to be more famous than before.



After seeing Ye Tian Mandrill, the waiting genetic warriors all brightened their eyes.

"This is Princess Ye Ye's mount?"

"Lu Yuan seems to be with Princess Yeye? Here it is."

Everyone was looking forward to it, Ye Tian Mandrill landed, and the three of Lu Yuan
came to the stele on the Tianjiao List and waited for the challenge time to come.

Soon, the battle pattern in Lu Yuan's hand appeared golden light.

Then, in the square, Tianjiao ring appeared, and Lu Yuan appeared on the ring.

On the other side of the ring, a genetic warrior with three pairs of eyes appeared.

This is Lu Yuan's challenge goal, six-eyed people have nothing to do with each other.

This is a genetic warrior in a red robe.

During preparation, Lu Yuan looked at Xiang Wushi, and Xiang Wu was also looking

at Lu Yuan.

He showed a dignified color:

"Lu Yuan, I have heard a lot of your rumors in the past few days. I heard that even Ye
Jing was defeated by you with a single sword... However, I am not Ye Jing, I am not

that easy to pass."

When he spoke, he waved the staff in his hand, and flames circulated around him, and
fire shields appeared. At the same time, flames spread on the ground.Without any fuel,
they continued to spread. Spread in all directions.

The temperature in the air keeps rising.

Lu Yuan smiled slightly, and said:

"You can't stop me."

"Humph!"

Xiangwu no longer speaks.



The preparation time was over, Lu Yuan's body disappeared in place and instantly
appeared behind Xiang Wu. The entire area was full of flames and the temperature was
extremely high.

But Lu Yuan's current defensive ability is too strong. The terrifying flame licked Lu
Yuan's body, but he couldn't even leave Lu Yuan with any injuries.

The sword light flashed, and the epee in Lu Yuan's hand slashed towards Xiang Wu.

However, before Lu Yuan's heavy sword approached Xiangwu, Xiangwu's body
disappeared. Then, in another sea of   fire, the flames condensed and Xiangwu's
body appeared.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

This is similar to the ability to move in space, can it move at will in the flames?

Lu Yuan raised the corners of his mouth, showing a slight smile.

This combat technique is quite interesting.

Xiangwu escaped Lu Yuan's blow, a icy color flashed in his eyes, and sneered:

"In the flames, I am not slow! You can't catch up with me."

His staff waved, and the flames that surrounded him surged towards the landing edge.

His perception continued to spread, covering the entire sea of   fire.

Then, Lu Yuan's body disappeared in place again. As soon as he disappeared, Xiang
Wu also disappeared.

After , Xiang Wu appeared in another area hundreds of meters away.

As soon as he appeared, he felt the fierce breath coming from behind him.

What? ! How did he find me? ?



Xiang Wu's pupils shrank, and the hairs on his back exploded. His heart was shocked.
He wanted to continue moving, but a sword light flashed by, and Xiang Wu's
consciousness plunged into darkness.

Lu Yuan won again, his body returned to where Lu Yuan was, and the ring
disappeared.

The people who stood watching the battle, some of them were surprised when they saw

Lu Yuan fighting for the first time.

Especially, the opponent is still an elemental warrior who has a strong evasion ability
and looks very flexible. It just ended the battle in such a short period of time, which
looks a little unbelievable.

And the eyeliners who had been watching Lu Yuan before felt that Lu Yuan took a little
longer, not a sword~www.mtlnovel.com~ After all, the opponent is the one who is
nothing. "

An eyeliner sighed and said.

Everyone nodded.

"To deal with Xiangwu, it is usually to consume his spiritual power to kill him.
Unexpectedly, Lu Yuan could catch the flame-shaped Xiangwu. It ended so quickly."

Xiangwu's combat skills are very strong, especially the life-saving ability.

But the flames covering the entire arena naturally require a lot of spiritual power, and
the consumption of spiritual power is faster than that of ordinary genetic warriors.

Under normal circumstances, the spiritual power of Xiangwu is consumed before he can
be killed.

Lu Yuan's fast killing method can only be done by people with no more than one hand
on this Tianjiao list.

While others were discussing, Lu Yuan ranked 53rd, and at the same time, his reward
information also appeared.

After seeing the reward, Lu Yuan was taken aback, revealing a look of surprise.



Unexpectedly, the rewards of this Tianjiao list even include extraordinary genes.

Moreover, it turned out to be a supernatural gene of the royal class, and it seemed that
it was still a very good type.

Lu Yuan had some surprises in his heart. This was an unexpected gain.
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